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ABSTRACT:
My bachelor thesis “Organization Structure of a Basic School of Arts“ sets a goal to research 
which organization structures are applied at basic schools of arts,  how the jobs of headmaster 
and heads of departments are incorporated into the Org Chart and which tasks are delegated to 
them in terms of  the management of teaching process.
The first thing performed was descriptive research. Then the work of deputy headmaster and 
heads of departments is analysed and areas for delegation of tasks and corresponding jobs are 
suggested.
Based on research of Org Charts of some other schools of arts, this work could be a clue how 
to set up and work on the structure or how to deal with its possible changes.
 My research and conclusions will well serve to the headmasters of basic schools of art, who 
care about how to control the teaching process and better organize the jobs. The output should 
provide a holistic view on the subjects. Org Charts should be a live document and not just a 
formal thing.
